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Abstract
The business firms operate in a dynamic environment. In a competitive market they face the challenges and establish
themselves through various kinds of market and non-market-based responses. The constant vigilance and the effective
market-based response mechanism in an organisation often provide an advantage to a firm over their competitors. The
purpose of this study is to explain that there are a lot of factors, both extrinsic and intrinsic that affects a product in its
entire life. Maggi has constantly understood our lifestyles as consumers grow in age. Searching for the ‘moment of truth’,
Maggi has constantly been the most powerful brand in India since 1983.However, Maggi was under crisis due to the
reported unwarranted ingredients such as lead and monosodium glutamate (MSG). The brand was withdrawn off the
shelves due to legal sanctions by FSSAI. The decline phase of Maggi left a vacuum in the market for the substantial players
in the market to come up. Later, Maggi rebounded back. This crisis situation was converted by Maggi into a point of
learning for repositioning back in the market. This case study shall examine the root cause of the Maggi downfall and to
lay emphasis on the crisis response situation as handled by Maggi. This study shall benefit the decision makers, marketers,
brand managers along with academicians and researchers. The paper shall try to add to the level of understanding of
crisis response behaviours.
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Introduction
Market crises is most important impacts on an organization. The relevance is derived from the impact on the
most significant aspects of organization. A market crisis has a direct influence on the wellbeing of its members,
its competitors and society in which it operates as a whole. Organizations faces crises which occurs with growth
and which provides for growth. As organizations has to pass through various stages of life cycle, they face a
series of organizational crises. Compelling administration of these emergencies and dangers, limits potential
misfortune and viable administration of emergencies of chance amplifies potential pick up.

Emergencies is a circumstance that undermines the high need objectives of an association, confines the measure
of time accessible for reaction and shocks chiefs by its event, there by inciting abnormal state of pressure.
Market pressure (emergencies) comes about because of any request put on the framework i.e. association

Organizations mainly constitutes investors, consumers, employees etc. In order to be effective, organizations
mainly satisfy various needs of their members if they also provide them full cooperation and support. Frequently
such anxieties are conflicting in nature, modern management’s significant capacity is to some way or another
accomplish a workable combination that in any event barely fulfils all gatherings. However, paying little heed
to how well every association accomplish its remarkable objectives, the associations must do well in achieving
its survival objectives. Be that as it may, in the event that it disregards its survival needs, it will cut it out. In
order to attain both i.e. the survival needs as well as meeting the demand patterns of its various constituencies,
a business must try to maintain a balance between the two by offering its unique products.

A Products is a bundle of utility offered by a business organization to its customers in order to satisfy their
needs. However, there are numerous factors that affects products in the market namely quality, cost, image of
the firm. promotional activity, financial factor, change in taste and preferences, stress on health and wellness,
increasing completion etc. All such factors affect the product in its entire life cycle.
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Moment noodles have turned out to be one of the world's most prevalent nourishment things inferable from
their flexibility, persuade and ease in cooking. this item is one of the primary prepared to eat sustenance’s
propelled generally in the worldwide nourishment industry. Throughout the years, it has effectively turned into
a critical piece of present day nourishment utilization. Because of its straightforwardness in cooking highlight,
moment noodles today have possessed an imperative position in relatively every Indian kitchen. Since the vast
majority of the ladies in urban India are working, moment noodles and prepared to eat nourishments are
gradually and relentlessly supplanting customary rice and heartbeats.

The significant patterns saw in the worldwide moment noodle showcase are item development: centre around
nourishing estimation of item. Present day positions, which give high item perceivability and great item shows,
are going about as great advertising stage for such brands to advance their item offerings by means of shopper
plans like value rebate, package offers, free samples and so forth.

Maggi is a well reputed brand known to all. It is a such a brand that needs no introduction. Nestle brand includes
instant noodles, seasoning and soups since 1947. Amongst all its products, Maggi was the one to bring protein
rich vegetable dinner took after by readymade soups in the market. In India, 1983 was a memorable year for
Indian history as it was when maggi instant noodles arrived.

“The most important thing we have is trust, which is fragile and we can loose that very fast…. Trust is built
slowly. We earn it day by day. We can wipe that out with one mistake. That’s the biggest challenge we have.”

-Paul Bulcke, CEO, Nestle

Maggi has generally remained in publicity for its taste, it has become the favourite snacks of the majority of
population in India. However, for a certain time period maggi was in publicity for different reasons. The main
reason was due to bad promotional activity because of the presence of monosodium glutamate(MSG) and
dangerous excessive level of lead in the products which was tested by FSSAI. This shook up the confidence of
the customer. As the outcome of this commotion, various segments of the society were disturbed because of the
involvement in the health aspect of children in this case.

In what way the commotion originated?
The Nestle Maggi two-minute noodles emergency has puffed up as the India's most exceedingly bad
nourishment alarm after that of the nearness of pesticides in soda. The commotion over Maggi, one of the India’s
most loved snack attracted eyeballs due to increasing health consciousness of the consumers.

Maggi noodles were under assault in India for affirmed infringement of sustenance security models after a test
by state government lab that found the nearness of MSG (a fixing that Nestle expressed it didn't add to its item)
or more reasonable levels of lead. In any case, settle dismissed these outcomes yet the ensuing testing by the
administration labs in different states uncovered clashing outcomes. Despite the company’s confidence in
Maggi’s safety, the local government in Delhi initiated a ban indicating the other state governments to follow
suit.

Maggi going off the shelf was a major setback for the Indian customers who still somewhere had inclination
towards the product and were not willing to let it go off. The decline of Maggi was not hit by any external
factors but was mostly affected by the product’s intrinsic factors i.e.  increase in the lead content affecting
consumer health. However, despite facing such a severe downfall of the product, Maggi survived. They made
this crisis situation, a point of learning for their future endeavours. By thorough rechecking of their product and
its ingredients, Maggi regained its position on the shelf.

Ever since the origin of Maggi, it has maintained the market leader position. However, the decline phase of
Maggi witnessed the emergence of the then market followers competing for the position of market leadership.
Re surfacing of Maggi back in the market yet again, pushed its competitors to the second slot thereby regaining
and maintaining the market leadership because of its overall impact that it always had on the Indian market.

By making this crisis situation, a point of learning for their future endeavours, nestle has been on a fire fighting
approach from the time when the Maggi commotion grow into news headings. Without a doubt, the brand’s
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reputation was hit, it took some time for the brand to regain its might and hit back the shelves leaving behind
all its competitors.

“We felt unfounded reasons resulting in confusions and the trust of consumers was shaken, hence decided to
withdraw the maggi noodles from the market, but we applied the same quality standards and methods here in
India too. Are tests have found that Maggi is absolutely safe.

– Paul Bulcke (CEO Nestle)

5th June 2015

This statement reflects the step of circumspection of the CEO Nestle regarding the Maggi noodles in the worlds
largest potential market, India. The circumspection of company can be easily understood by company’s
performance that wasn’t question after tests showed their product containing overabundance lead and MSG (a
flavour enhancer).

Discussion of maggi

 Pre-ban period
There was an overall assault on Maggi beginning from government to lawful bodies. Govt of India has filled
for harms from settle after this sustenance terrify including reports of overabundance lead and MSG (a flavour
enhancer) in Maggi constrained an across the nation review. The get worked up about Nestle Maggi 2-minute
noodles puffed up as India's most exceedingly bad nourishment unnerve in 10 years after that of the nearness of
pesticides in soda pops. It was a genuine issue concerning general wellbeing and the law enables us to go for
self-made legitimate strides against blundering's elements official from national purchaser question redressal
commission.

After relapse quality standard tests and gatherings with settle supervisors, the sustenance security and norms
specialist of India (FSSAI) requested across the nation review of the Maggi.

Reporting of the issue in social media
As the tussle between Nestle FSSAI intensified, Tv channels, newspapers, and other social platforms in India
reported excitedly on Maggi as if it was one of the biggest stories of the year for them. News articles were
published with headlines like, “Maggi under regulatory scanner for lead, MSG behind permissible limits; Maggi
betrayal has broken our good Indian hearts; Maggi shows Indian customers are taken for granted etc”. The
emotional association with Maggi at its relationship with its customers, combined with the fuss over conflicting
test results and the public’s lack of understanding about food standards, provided the media with an opportunity
to shape public opinion. Before actual seizure, Maggi faced trial by media.

Just as traditional media extensively covered the controversy social media amplified it. The rise in dominance
in social media players Facebook and Twitter augmented the dissemination of news, irrespective of authenticity.
For Nestle, this had clear repercussions: debate on controversial issues could travel widely in a matter of hours.
Maggi sales plummeted, with large city retailers citing a 15% to 20% decline. Nestle India’s stock price fell
15% between mid-May and early June.

 Ban period
Nestle maggi had been on firefighting mode ever since unwanted ingredients in Maggi became the news
headlines. The brand reputation was severely affected. Maggi noodles sales was hit hard ever since it was
relieved that the samples tested by the govt labs contained unwarranted ingredients such as lead and MSG.
Owing to the Maggi ban the production of Maggi stopped and thus suppliers were affected. Around 1500
workers involved in manufacturing of Maggi in India had been impacted by stopped age of production after ban
of Maggi. The downfall stage of maggi did not even spare the share market from its impact.
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DATE ISSUES

2015, April,30th Due over the top lead or MSG in 0.2 million parcels of Maggi noodles so FDA
request to review the bunch of bundle

2015, May, 25th Mr Ram Vilas Pawan, union minister reviewed report containing higher MSG
in Maggi noodles.

2015, may, 29th An enquiry was ordered by FSSAI over issue of samples collected of the
product.

2015, June, 4th Advisory personnel issued banned Maggi noodles for Indian Army, Delhi
banned the noodles for 15 days.

2015, June, 5th Settle CEO, Paul Buckle at the question and answer session by shielding Maggi
quality contention. FSSAI arrange the organization to pull back Maggi noodles
and its variations from the market.

2015, June, 7th Damages were taken from Nestle after the noodle scar.

2015, June, 11th Settle went to Bombay High Court engaging a legal survey of FSSAI's request
of forbidding its noodles.

2015, June, 12th The Bombay High Court declined enthusiasm of Nestle, which has searched for
a lawful review of FSSAI's ask for of denying its best offering nine varieties of
Maggi minute noodles on restorative issues. The court issued notice to FSSAI
and distinctive respondents and posted the issue for next hearing, June 30.

2015, June, 13th Ban was lifted by Bombay high court over nine variants of nestle noodles.

2015, Oct, 16th The manufacturing of the product started after they cleared first sets of Maggi
test.

2015, Oct, 9th Maggi was re-launched in the marketplace through Snap deal, and various e-
commerce sites.

2016, Dec, 11th FSSAI archived an enthusiasm to the Supreme Court against the upliftment of
the limitation from over Maggi Noodles. They fought that the High Court had
bombed by asking for that the association give new packages of Maggi Noodles
rather than asking for that an outcast do all things considered. It was done up
by the seat that they would examinations the conflicts given by FSSAI on
thirteenth January, 2016.

2016, Jan, 13th After analysing the arguments, the Supreme Court bench decided not to pass
any interim order. However, it ordered the government laboratory operating in
Mysore to conduct fresh tests on Maggi Noodles during the next eight weeks.

2016, Feb, 13th Maggi Noodles re-propelled its second assortment of Chicken enhanced Instant
Noodles which are accessible available to be purchased on the online retail stage
of Snap bargain also. It has intended to re-dispatch a portion of the other seven
variations of noodles soon.
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 After ban
Maggi has always been India’s one of the most popular snacks. It generally remained in publicity for its taste.
During the ban period the organization did not terminate any of its changeless laborers but rather connected
with them in different exercises like preparing, group building exercise and so forth.

However, it may be acknowledged definitive processes value and ethics have their own different take for various
kinds of firms. Maggi had always been a leader encompassing 80% of consumer market. It is often seen that in
order to sustain, market leaders are able to craft their brands and leverage their brand based on well defined
processes in the firm.

Relaunch of Maggi
On October 26, settle continued the assembling maggi noodles that hit the market subsequent    to getting
clearances from sustenance testing labs. Settle relaunched maggi noodles in the market as the Bombay high
court lifted restriction on all the nine variations of Maggi.

Inside seven days of Nestles Maggi noodles coming back to the market, the nations epic nourishment controller
- FSSAI moved the incomparable court against the Bombay high court requested that permitted relaunch of the
noodles. In any case, it ought to be noticed that Maggi cleared the main arrangement of tests on October 16,2015
that permitted Nestle India to begin fabricating the item at second arrangements of tests on recently made groups
additionally pronounced the item as safe for human utilization. At customary interims a few examples of Maggi
were tried.

On relaunching, 7,20,000 units of Maggi noodles (twelve packs) were sold through Snapdeal with 60,000 units
(welcome unit). These appreciated units contained Maggi date-book 2016, a Maggi ice chest magnet, Maggi
post cards and a welcome back letter. Soon it had a compass of 3.9 million retail outlets.

Conclusion
The market-based cries may be eventual situations due to various factors such as economic, political, socio-
cultural, technological as well as competitive pressures. These factors influence the shift of market operations
thereby warranting the change in the responses of the firm. They act as an influence and defined their severity
based upon the span of the influence, degree of impact, range of impact, response gap, timing of interactive
variables etc.

Maggi was a leader, but off shelf due to unwarranted issues but a response of a leader to market crises is
different. Maggi handled it just as a leader and was able to hit back the shelfs despite facing the market puffed
crises.
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